
2015 Seattle City Council Candidate Questionnaire 

Thank you in advance for taking the time to answer this questionnaire, which was developed by 
members of the Civic Alliance for a Sound Economy (CASE).  Please note, answers will be 
shared with CASE members but will not be publicly distributed. 

Your responses to the following questions will be used as part of a screening process to 
determine which candidates the CASE candidate evaluation committee will interview.  

Responses are due by Friday, April 10.  

To submit your completed questionnaire, or if you have any questions, please contact Markham 
McIntyre, Executive Director of CASE, at 206-389-7313 or markhamm@seattlechamber.com. 

About the Civic Alliance for a Sound Economy 
The Civic Alliance for a Sound Economy (CASE) is a political action committee sponsored by 
the Seattle Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce. CASE is the strongest political voice for 
businesses, large and small, in the Seattle metropolitan region. We represent employers and 
organizations from every industry sector in the region.  

CASE supports local candidates and issues that help create a healthy economy, competitive 
business climate, high quality of life, and progressive future for the Seattle metropolitan area. 

BASIC INFORMATION 

Candidate Name: Sally Bagshaw

City Council Position: Seattle City Council, District 7

Party Affiliation: Democrat in a non-partisan race

Phone Number: (206) 641 - 6062

E-mail Address: sally1.bagshaw@gmail.com

Web Site: www.SallyBagshaw.com

Twitter:

Facebook:
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ADMINISTRATIVE QUESTIONS 
*This is for background information and internal use only. It is confidential and will not be 

published. 

1) Please list your political consultant(s), campaign manager, and fundraiser. 
Christian Sinderman, Consultant and Katherine Bobman, Fundraiser 

2) Please list all endorsements you have received. 

ELECTED OFFICIAL ENDORSEMENTS 
Former Governor Christine Gregoire 

Former Seattle City Councilmember Jan Drago 

Former Seattle City Councilmember Phylis Lamphere 

Former Seattle City Councilmember Richard Conlin 

Former Seattle City Councilmember Sue Donaldson 

Former Seattle Public Schools Board Member Peter Maier 

Former Seattle Public Schools Board Member Steve Sundquist 

King County Councilmember Joe McDermott 

King County Councilmember Larry Gossett 

King County Councilmember Larry Phillips 

King County Councilmember Rod Dembowski 

King County Deputy Executive Fred Jarrett 

King County Executive Dow Constantine 

Kirkland Mayor Amy Walen 

Seattle City Councilmember Bruce Harrell 

Seattle City Councilmember Tim Burgess 

Seattle City Councilmember Tom Rasmussen 
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Seattle Mayor Ed Murray 

Seattle Port Commissioner Courtney Gregoire 

Seattle Port Commissioner John Creighton 

Seattle Port Commissioner Tom Albro 

Seattle School Board Member Sherry Carr 

State House Speaker Frank Chopp 

State Representative Eileen Cody 

State Representative Jessyn Farrell 

State Representative Cindy Ryu 

State Senator David Frockt 

State Senator Jeanne Kohl-Welles 

State Senator Sharon K. Nelson 

State Senator Jamie Pedersen 

Washington State Supreme Court Justice Faith Ireland (Ret.) 

ORGANIZATION ENDORSEMENTS 
IBEW Local 46 

Laborers Local 242 
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INDIVIDUAL ENDORSEMENTS 
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Warren Aakervik Steve Durrant Dan Martin

Chris Allgood Bob Edmiston Bonnie Mattson

Heather Andersen David Endicott Marlene McIntosh

Bob Anderson John Engber Patricia McInturff

Bruce Babbitt Daniel Fievez Rob McKenna

Bradley Bagshaw Richard Finer Nancy McKinney

C. William Bailey Cliff Freed Kathleen McLaughlin

Thatcher Bailey Howard Frumkin Terry McLaughlin

Ross Baker Dwight Gee Shawn Meneely

Jacqueline Bardsley Carolyn Geise Julie Meneely

Jackie Bardsley Charles "Tom" Gibbs Janet Moore

Adam Bartz Cathy Gibson Suzan Nettleship

Gordon Baxter Steve Gillespie Carol Niccolls

Nancy Belcher Lisa Gilmore Jeannie Nordstrom

Bruce Blume Virginia Gleason Joel Paget

Andrew Bor Tag Gleason Nicole Pastarnack

Wendie Bramwell Eli Goldberg Brendan Patrick

Mike Brandeberry Julie Golding Jamie Pedersen

Sue Brandeberry Peter Goldman John Pehrson

Jon Bridge Ian Gordon Stevan Phillips

Herb Bridge John A. Gose Larry Phillips

Bobbe Bridge Larry Granat Patrick Preston

Josh Brower Danner Graves Sia Puloka

Joshua Brower Nick Hanauer Lisa Quinn

Sandy Brown Ryan Harrison Pete Ramels

Shelly Brown Reiss Robert Hauck Heather Redman

Don Brubeck Katy Hauck Jane and Jay Reich

Gretchen Cappio Gerri Haynes Michael Reiss

Sherry Carr Emmett Heath Kristi Rennebohm Franz

Kelly Cash Robert Helsell Terese Richmond

Bill Chapman Pete & Deborah Helsell Karrey Rigby

Betsy Chappelle John Hempelmann Waylon Robert

Elise Chayet Terry Henderson Anthony Robinson
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Louise Chernin Jay Hereford Douglas Rosenberg

Frank Chopp Jerome Hillis R Jery Rosso

Eric Coffelt Jack Hilovsky Scott Ruhlman

Shelly Cohen Bill Hobson Brian Russell

Jeffrey Cohen Eric Holdeman Cindy Ryu

Donald John Coney Jay W.W. Hollingsworth Suzanne Skinner

Richard Conlin Terry Holme Warren and Nancy Smith

Alex Cooley Mary Hoverson Elaine Spencer

Lee Copeland John Hoverson William Squires

Lee & Rolaine Copeland John Hoyt Charles Staadecker

Steve Crane Teresa Lord Hugel Benita Staadecker

Steve Crane Heidi Hughes Maureen Strasser

Paul Byron Crane Karen Hust Helen Stusser

Barbee Crutcher Faith Ireland Bess Sullivan

Joshua Curtis Patrick Jones Todd Summerfelt

Suzanne Dale Estey Emily Kathrein Steve Sundquist

Peter Danelo James Kiser Bonnie Tadej

Sherry Danza Amy Kosterlitz Jerry Tone

Karen Daubert Ben Krokower Cathy Tuttle

Betsy Davis Phyllis Lamphere Gail Van Norman

Bob Derry Elena Leonard Liz Vennos

Thomas Ditty Carol Lewis David Victor

Doug Dixon Bill Lewis Todd Vogel

Lisa Domke William L. Lewis Catherine Walker

James Donaldson Robin and Betsy Lindley Tom Walsh

Barbara Dougherty Matt Loar Eugene Wasserman

David Dougherty Michael Maddux Bob Watt

Bill Dow Marco Magnano Kim West

Sam Downing Peter Maier Arden Wilken

Jan Drago Dorothy Mann Michael Witek

Martin J. Durkan Melinda Mann Barbara Wright

Alan Durning Tom Mara Christopher Wronsky
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3) Please list how much money you have raised to date, and your fundraising targets for the 
primary and general elections. 

I have raised over $50,000+ and I am fully committed to raising the funds necessary to be 
a successful in my election. The campaign budget devotes 75% of the funds raised to 
voter outreach through materials handed out at community events, yard signs and direct 
mail. I do not anticipate this year we will need to raise funds for online ads or TV.    

4) Please describe how you would use the CASE endorsement. 

I would proudly display the CASE endorsement on all of our campaign literature and on 
our website. 

GENERAL QUESTIONS 

1) What are the top three issues in your district you think the City Council should address? 
Please describe how you would address these issues. 

1. Public Safety.  I am working to make Seattle a safer and more civil place to live and 
work.  I have created Civil and Safe in Seattle, am working closely with our Mayor 
and his office, and written extensively on this.  For example, see these blogs:  

•  Smart on Crime;   
• Main Street Meetups;  
• Civil and Safe in Seattle 

2. Reducing Traffic Congestion.  My focus in 2015 is to reduce congestion on our 
streets so people and goods can move throughout the city more efficiently and with 
less frustration. This will require all of us to use our streets differently: improve signal 
priority, support dedicated lanes for cars and carpools; take a bus, streetcar or light 
rail when we can, carpool when possible, walk or ride a bike on a safe street, or drive 
at a time when roads are less crowded. 

Taking a macro-view, improving our transportation network requires the State 
legislature to pass legislation this year to improve our roads, bridges, and signals. I 
worked for several years with Rep. Judy Clibborn and Sen. Curtis King to finally pass 
an effective statewide package to fund our transportation infrastructure.  I am hopeful 
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that a statewide gas tax will provide us funds for local infrastructure including 520 
bridge and Lander overpass. 

3. Coordinate our human services to make a livable downtown for those of us who live 
and work here.   

Homelessness is a public health and public safety crisis–for those who are unsheltered 
and for everyone in the community. This is a major project but we have the tools to solve 
it. 

The “Housing First” model links people with support services, either on-site or in the 
community. Housing First successfully keeps people out of high cost emergency rooms 
and the criminal justice system. Research studies nationally have concluded what we 
intuitively know — that people who are housed see their physical and mental health 
improve. 

Along with our regional partners in the Committee to End Homelessness, (many of us are 
encouraging the name to change to COMMUNITY to End Homelessness) the City of 
Seattle is investing money in programs to prevent homelessness and reduce the duration 
of how long people are living without shelter. With these financial investments, many 
more people can move off the street an 

Our human service providers estimate that about 1/3 of people who are struggling to 
survive on the streets of Seattle are dealing with mental and physical illness or addiction 
problems. 

Appropriately, this is where we direct much of the City’s Human Services budget and 
where we need serious assistance from the State and Federal governments. We need to 
focus on the most medically fragile unsheltered people. We also need to turn serious 
attention towards those who are less fragile. 

I have previously proposed how we could create a plan to help the people in our 
community who are “sleeping rough”. Here are a couple examples:  Divide 
Responsibility Regionally; and Tiny Houses Fast to Build.  Building on our Ten Year Plan 
to End Homelessness, the goal is to provide appropriate support so people can move up 
and on with their lives.  Here are links to articles I have written on the topic:   

One possibility is to contract with experienced service providers to coordinate temporary 
shelter and case management in some of the City’s buildings including community 
centers.  The Mayor and several of us Councilmembers promote having additional 
authorized encampments where people can go to be safe and get needed services, without 
the expectation that they will be there forever. 
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Another idea is to extend our hours for the existing emergency shelter in City Hall and in 
other government-owned buildings like the King County Administration, beyond just 
night hours to daytime shelter as well.  This provide respectful places for people to go 
during the daytime rather than camping out in parks or on our street corners. Investments 
in permanent housing are the most compassionate way to help those who are struggling 
on our streets with mental illness, alcohol/drug addiction issues, HIV/AIDS or other 
significant health problems. 

I have also suggested and obtained funding to provide space for new and expanded 
partnerships with congregations in our faith-based community. By collaborating with our 
faith community, non-profits and private organizations that have demonstrated good case 
management abilities we can bring people off the street into respectful shelter.  Here are 
links to some articles I have written on the topic: 

• Our reality: We must create affordable housing starting now.  http://
bagshaw.seattle.gov/2014/10/20/our-reality-we-must-create-affordable-housing-
starting-now/ 

• Dignity Village & Tent City: Using our money compassionately and wisely .http://
bagshaw.seattle.gov/2013/04/24/lets-support-not-thwart-affordable-housing-
options-like-micro-housing/ 

•  From small beginnings come great things.  http://bagshaw.seattle.gov/2011/03/07/
dignity-village-and-tent-city-using-our-money-compassionately-and-wisely/ 

2) What is the top challenge for the City as a whole? How would you, as a City 
councilmember, help solve this challenge? 

See answers to #1 above. 

3) Seattle is the fastest growing City in America. Is this a good thing? What steps can the 
council take to help effectively plan for continued growth? 

Of course this is a good thing.  These are not bad people moving here; they are skilled 
workers and most often they are our children and grandchildren.  
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But this exploding population  does require us to effectively plan for expected growth and 
the impacts all of our new residents have on our public infrastructure and services.  

4) What is the City’s role to support business growth and economic development?  

The answer to this question requires us to implement the strategies created by numerous 
studies and stakeholder groups, including the Puget Sound Regional Council’s Regional 
Economic Strategy, the Economic Development Planning report created by our Evans 
School, and the City’s Own Economic Development Commission. 

Here are some of the principles in which I believe.  All of these principles work together 
to promote a high standard of living for individuals and businesses: 

1. Promote education from pre-k to university level:  Support our local universities and 
schools to in turn develop excellent talent. 

2. Regional business climate: Foster a regional business climate that supports local 
investment and job creation and encourages businesses to GROW and STAY in our City. 

3. Protect maritime and aerospace jobs:  Billions of dollars and thousands of jobs depend on 
these industries.  We should stay in front of the changes the world demands and make 
sure zoning protects these businesses.  

4. Innovation economy: Promote the entrepreneurship and technology innovation assets in 
the region including biotech, biomedical, clean energy and more. 

5. Healthy community: Ensure a healthy community by paying attention to injury and 
illness prevention, air quality, and water quality in every zip code. 

6. Transportation:  Improve the region’s infrastructure to meet the demands of a globally 
connected modern economy and promote our transportation centers and nodes. 

7. Protect and enhance our beautiful environment, which includes our vibrant waterfront 
plans, our parks, and open spaces. 

8. Regional. Regional. Regional.  Seattle cannot go it alone.  We need to think and 
encourage regional cooperation.  I applaud the Ports of Seattle and Tacoma for moving in 
this direction. 

9. Tax Structure.  Businesses should pay their fair share of taxes, not more or less.  A review 
of statewide and local taxes should be accomplished so we have a plan to raise sufficient 
revenues to pay for what we need and want. 

10. Economic Opportunity for All:  Ensure residents have opportunities to train for, earn and 
keep family wage jobs. This requires us to consider needs of workers, residents, and 
businesses when we make decisions so our needs and solutions align.  Economically, “we 
will all be better off when we are all better off.” 

5) What would you hope to accomplish in your first year in office? Do you have specific 
legislation that you plan to introduce? If so, please describe your strategy to get your idea 
implemented. 
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See answers to #1 above. 

6) What experiences have you had that you think best prepare you to be a city 
councilmember? 

Currently, I am an elected member of the Seattle City Council.  I have successfully won 
two previous campaigns, one with 69% of the vote and this second election with 84% of 
the vote.   I have worked hard and have accomplished a great deal as someone who brings 
people together to address issues. 

 Before taking this office, I served as the Chief Civil Deputy for the King County 
Prosecuting Attorney's Office from 1999 to 2008.  In this role I was the head of the 
division that advised all King County elected officials and departments under then-
Prosecuting Attorney Norm Maleng..  I supervised 60+ lawyers and staff overseeing 
major public works projects, human services departments, the Department of 
Transportation, the Department of Natural Resources and Parks, our courts, our jail, our 
many more. 

Prior to that appointment I served as in-house legal counsel for Metro, (1992 and merged 
with King County, (1992-1999), legal counsel and the MWBE Officer for the University 
of Washington (1978-1992), and legal counsel for Washington State University 
(1976-1978). 

I also have a long history of active community service.  I was twice elected to the council 
of the City of Lake Forest Park.  I worked for 14 years for local Shoreline Public Schools, 
including actively supporting levies and capital campaigns.  Started the first all day 
kindergarten program that served families irrespective of income; I served as a governing 
officer on the Site Councils where my sons attended school, Kellogg Middle School and 
Shorecrest High School. 

I also have promoted many social service organizations such as the YWCA, where I 
created and led the fundraising effort for the new Opportunity Place’s Kitchen Cabinet.  I 
raised over $50,000 to completely outfit the kitchens for the women who were coming off 
the streets – some had not had a place of their own ever.   

7) Describe how you would assess the impact proposed legislation would have on 
businesses. 

As I have done extensively these past six years, I contact the Chamber of Commerce and the 
Downtown Seattle Association to and ASK.  I share draft legislation and accept amendments. 
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Most recently when the linkage fee issue arose, I voted against the legislation and brought the 
land use lawyers and business leaders who opposed the linkage fee to the table and listened 
to their opinions.  Their opinions informed the letter I authored to the Mayor.  That letter is 
attached.  I also urged the Mayor to include some of the business representatives on the 
newly created Housing and Livability Agenda. 

8) If you have any other relevant information that you think would be useful in our 
evaluation, please add it below. 

I have received CASE’s endorsement and support in my past two elections; I have also received 
DSA’s highest rating, and received the highest rating from the Municipal League.  I ask for your 
support again.   

ISSUE QUESTIONS 

1) TRANSPORTATION 
Recently, the Mayor proposed the Move Seattle levy, a $900 million property tax levy for 
transportation. This proposal is the beginning of an important conversation about how the 
City of Seattle funds its transportation infrastructure over the next number of years. 
Ensuring an efficient, integrated, multi-modal transportation system is a core government 
function that makes a huge difference in the lives of our employers, employees, residents 
and visitors. 

Levies should help the city expand its ability to make investments. When the original 
transportation levy, Bridging the Gap, was introduced in 2006, there was concern that 
levy money would replace money that was already going to transportation.  

Unfortunately, that’s exactly what happened: 5.25 percent of general fund money used to 
go to transportation, and now it’s 4.25 percent. 

Q: Do you support the Move Seattle levy? Why or why not? 

Yes I do.  As noted elsewhere in this questionnaire, if we had sustainable state support we 
would not be required to ask voters to fund infrastructure needs through levies.  That 
said, we DO need to fix transportation infrastructure so we can reduce traffic congestion.  
If we ignore it or fail to make investments, our problems will only worsen. 

Bridging the gap funds will reduce the maintenance backlog for paving and repair 
bridges.  The levy will help us add sidewalks where appropriate; enhance transit; help us 
implement additional safe routes to school and more.   We will leverage monies from 
neighborhood grants and make the city safer for everyone in every neighborhood. 
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2) HOUSING 
Seattle’s economy continues to rebound after the most recent economic recession.  As we 
welcome new workers and residents to our city, healthy wages and robust employment 
are driving an increase in demand for housing.  It is essential that Seattle continue to 
produce a supply of housing to meet a growing demand for housing at all income levels.   

Multiple studies, including one commissioned by the City of Seattle and one 
commissioned by the Downtown Seattle Association, have found that current actions and 
policies are not sufficiently addressing the issue. 

Q: What actions and policies can Seattle implement to increase the supply of 
affordable housing in the City? 

The City of Seattle expects thousands of new residents to move into our city every year 
over the next two decades. Like many big cities including San Francisco, Boston, and 
New York, we do not have sufficient affordable housing stock to accommodate those who 
want to move here. My goal is to increase the supply of housing starting in 2015, while 
promoting thriving and revitalized neighborhoods for the long term. 

Based on data from the City’s Office of Housing, the City needs to build, convert, or 
otherwise add at least 50,000 net new units of affordable housing over the next two 
decades.  If we are to meet the need in the next decade, the Office of Housing’s numbers 
indicate we will have to create more than 4000 -5,000 units in the next decade. We need 
to increase our supply of housing tremendously to meet the needs of people who want to 
live and work in our community. 

The Multi-Family Tax Exemption (MFTE) and the Housing and Family Levies are tools 
the city has effectively used to build affordable and low-income housing. Although they 
have been useful, MFTE and the Housing Levy together have provided an average of 
only 650 units annually, a far cry from the 2000 units we need. We need to expand these 
programs that are working and add tools and incentives if we are to make significant 
progress toward our goals.  

Some believe a “linkage fee” may be an answer.  I voted against the resolution when it 
came to the Council because I believe it has significant legal issues, as proposed it would 
be a deterrent to building our housing stock, and will be the subject of litigation.  I have 
written on this topic and will provide more information.  Stay tuned; additional solutions 
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will be identified in 2015 and we will get to work to find fair and rational approaches to 
encourage and incentivize builders to build.  (See the attachment at the end of this 
questionnaire for a copy of my linkage fee letter to the Mayor.) 

3) PUBLIC SAFETY 
Public safety is of the utmost importance to the business community and neighborhoods 
throughout Seattle. We believe that residents should be able to live and work in safety 
and public spaces should be clean, safe, and inviting.  

Q: What is the most important public safety issue in the city and how would you 
address it? 

Create a Safe and Civil Downtown.  Lessons we learn from Downtown can be extended 
to other neighborhood hotspots. 

We know what works to improve public safety in all of our neighborhoods – but 
especially those in District 7.  Our Downtown’s image has been tarnished and we need to 
address the problems.  In addition to my answers to #1 above, here are immediate steps 
we can and ARE taking: 

1. Add police officers to known crime hotspots who are visibly walking their beat or are on 
bicycles enforcing our laws;  

2. Select officers who are willing to talk with people on the street. 
3. Coordinate with human services providers.  KNOW who is on the street and direct them 

to needed services; 
4. Provide quality access and support for those who are homeless and suffering from mental 

illness in our community,  
5. Maintain our urban environments so they are free of graffiti, litter and other nuisances – 

sometimes referred to as the “Broken Windows Theory”. 
6. Insist on a higher standard of conduct downtown – from those who live and work here, 

those who enjoy our parks, and those who use our bars and restaurants. 

During this year’s budget, I focused on some important projects to make Seattle a cleaner, 
safer place for everyone. For example, we added funding for hygiene services at locations 
like the Urban Rest Stop, and I requested that the City’s Human Services Department 
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promote a program I initiated last year to install lockers in public spaces. Lockers will 
provide clean and dry spaces for people who are passing through our city to leave their 
belongings while looking for places to live or work. I have also worked closely with 
business leaders, human service providers and our police to coordinate our efforts and 
resources and with the state legislature to obtain more funding for mental illness and drug 
addiction. 

I also work closely with our police, prosecutors and courts to assure officers are present 
in the hot spots, to arrest those who are breaking the law and to divert people who need a 
second chance into our LEAD program or to the appropriate services. 

Our neighborhoods will improve when we work together to help those who need 
assistance and stop the violence and predatory behaviors we find intolerable. I pledge to 
continue to lead efforts along with our police, human service providers and other groups 
to create a city that makes us all proud and where everyone – those who work, live and 
visit -- feel safe.  Anything less is unacceptable. 

4) GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY 
In 2014, residents and business owners in Seattle had eight special property tax levies to 
fund: transportation, families and education, parks and green space, libraries, low income 
housing, voter approved bonds, the Pike Place Market, and universal preschool. 

This “a la carte” funding of City services is increasing the tax burden on our households 
and businesses, while masking opportunities for efficient and effective integrated delivery 
of City services.  Furthermore, piecemeal service funding makes it harder to understand 
and analyze the City’s policymaking and budgeting processes. 

Q: How would you improve transparency and accountability in Seattle’s budget to 
help citizens better understand how their money is being spent and whether they are 
getting the desired outcomes? 

No one likes the “piecemeal” approach to taxation, but the voters have rejected past 
efforts for a global overhaul of our tax system.  That is needed.  Until then, we must 
balance the City’s budget using sales tax, property tax, business and occupation taxes and 
the other mechanisms available to us.   
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My goal is to run a fiscally conservative government that will provide the services our 
community demands efficiently.  Good government organizations and our state and 
internal auditors have produced expert analysis of our City budget.  I always look for 
improved service delivery and coordinated efforts with other governments such as King 
County. 

Our budget process is open to the public.  We have Councilmembers overseeing 
department expenditures; we have community oversight teams; we have internal and 
external audits. 
  
The Mayor proposes a budget and releases it publicly every September. The Council 
takes it apart and makes recommendations that are subject to two months’ worth of public 
oversight and involvement.  I welcome critique from experts as to ways we can improve 
our process.   

The Council asks departments to produce responses to “provisos” that demand answers or 
demonstrations of success generally the first quarter of the following year.  This year, for 
example we are waiting for a report from our Human Service Department about service 
delivery and coordinated results from the organizations with which we contract.  All of 
this will be made public and will be the target of significant public conversations. 

If the business community would like to review with me budgets over which I have been 
most involved – our Parks Department and Seattle Public Utilities for example, I would 
welcome an opportunity to demonstrate the efforts we have undertaken to assure good 
performance within budget and to learn from your expertise. 

5) EMPLOYMENT  
The underrepresentation of women in business and leadership roles, and the persistent 
gender wage gap, is an issue that has gained forceful momentum in popular media, in 
tech companies, in policy initiatives, and more.  

The gender wage gap—the difference between the overall earnings of a man versus a 
woman for equal work—has deep implications for women, employers, policy makers, 
and our entire economy. Women in the Seattle metropolitan region are paid 73 cents for 
every dollar paid to men in the area, making it one of the worst wage gaps in the country. 
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Q: What is the best way to improve gender pay equity in Seattle? How would your 
solution work? 

This requires a system approach and recognition that the gender pay gap is real. Some 
women – myself included – worked into and through a male-dominated industry.  Many 
of us have had primary child-rearing responsibilities which requires juggling and 
sometimes slowing promotional opportunities.  Paying women fairly is personal to me. 

The City of Seattle is working hard to solve our internal problems.  The four big 
departments where discrepancies are notes included our police, fire, Seattle Public 
Utilities and Seattle City Light.  Traditionally these department have hired men to do 
harder, physical jobs, but changes are on the horizon. 

Here are some thoughts organizations including but not limited to the City of Seattle can 
follow:  

• Re-evaluate the knowledge requirements, physical requirements, responsibilities, and 
value to the organization for each job. 

•  Acknowledge which jobs are comparable in complexity or physical demands, and 
accurately assess whether the physical demands are real or simply assumed.  

• Make sure that all qualified candidates have fair opportunities to train and compete for 
the jobs. 

• Provide training opportunities within the department and across the organization.  This is 
good for employees and is very good for company loyalty and succession planning. 

• Fairly evaluate job offers to ensure they’re based on the value the position brings to the 
organization and not on what the candidate earned previously. This may be a big surprise 
to some men who have received higher pay in the past but may ultimately level salaries 
between men, women, and people of color. 

• Assure HR is creating a bias-free hiring process.  One of my favorite examples is how 
professional concert musicians are now selected.  Each finalist plays behind a screen so 
evaluators can HEAR what is being played but they cannot SEE who is playing the 
music.  The result?  Significantly more women and people of color are now included in 
national orchestras. 

• Perform regular and positive performance reviews on each employee and create an 
annual pay equity process to determine if pay is based on relevant variables such as 
accomplishments, experience, efforts, results, workplace improvement among others. 

• Make salaries known among peers. 
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6) EDUCATION 
Education and workforce development are key priorities for the business community 
because our region’s economy depends on people having the knowledge and skills they 
need to work in its current and future job markets.  

Q: What would you do as a City Councilmember to improve education outcomes for 
all students? 

We are making progress but and there is much more we can do.  My goal is to make our 
Seattle Public Schools so good that people want to move to Seattle for the jobs and 
quality of life and STAY in Seattle because their students will get the best education here. 

This past year we have created a new Universal Pre-K program, involved the community 
in creating high quality pre school for all four-year-olds to ready them for kindergarten, 
while supporting innovative programs through our Family and Education Levy. 

I have personally worked with Cleveland High School and businesses to promote our 
STEM education opportunities. 

I have worked closely with the local higher-education leaders with our community 
colleges, the University of Washington, Seattle University and most recently with Seattle 
Pacific University to align our programs. 

I applaud Rainier Beach High School’s project to add the International Baccalaureate 
program to their curriculum and am delighted to see the improvement made in test scores 
and graduation rates.  This high school has changed how the community views it and how 
the students and teachers perceive themselves. 

Most importantly, to truly improve education outcomes across the board, we need to get 
to the root of the poverty problem, and that starts with a systemic approach to deal with 
economic discrepancies and their impacts.  For example:  

• Parents need to have the skills and know-how to raise a child.  For those who do 
not have the skills, our Nurse-Family Partnership is a first step in which we are 
investing.   
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• At least one parent in the family must have a family-wage job with health care 
benefits.   

• Every child needs to be ready for school, to be ready to learn.  That’s where our 
Universal Pre-K and Family and Education Levy can help.   

• The child needs to be loved at home and in school to develop the sense of 
confidence to stay in school.  If we can keep the sixth graders in school we avoid 
the gang problems that have plagued us for so long.  

• We must support our teachers by providing coaches and opportunities for in-
service training. 

•  We must offer programs that interest the child all the way through high school 
and career/college/citizenship readiness, and assure what the student learns are 
skills future employers seek.  

• And finally, my personal pet peeve:  We need to fund health care in our schools to 
provide confidential advice about student health, and to provide birth control 
information and options in middle school and high school so that young women 
do not have babies until they choose to do so, and are ready and capable of caring 
for a child.   

Thank you, CASE, for your past support.  I ask for your endorsement and financial 
assistance for this re-election campaign. 

--Sally Bagshaw 
April 5, 2015 
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January 15, 2015 

Mayor Ed Murray 
Office of the Mayor 

Re:  Affordable Housing  

This past fall as the City Council considered a linkage fee resolution to pay for affordable 
housing, we received a letter dated October 13, 2014 from a number of Seattle’s land-use 
attorneys.   The attorneys objected to the resolution for legal reasons, contending that it was not a 
simple fee, rather it constituted an illegal tax.  The attorneys ended their letter by saying “The 
affordable housing shortage presents a major challenge for the City, and we look forward to 
working with the council to find creative, lawful solutions that actually deliver more housing to 
the hardworking women and men who make our City function.” 

In response to their letter, we invited the lawyers to meet with us and our staffs to discuss 
the creative and lawful solutions they had in mind.  We met on November 25 and December 10 
where ideas were discussed and alternatives considered.  We want to share with you and the 
HALA Committee members some of the ideas we discussed and recommendations made.   

The Problem:  Lack of Affordable Housing.  Demographers tell us to expect thousands of 
new residents who will move into our city every year over the coming decades.  These new 
residents are attracted to Seattle for many of the same reasons we are: excellent employment 
prospects, beautiful and varied neighborhoods, and a high quality of life.   

Like many big cities including San Francisco, Boston, and New York, we do not have 
sufficient affordable housing stock to accommodate those who want to live here.  We do not have 
sufficient affordable housing now, let alone to address the needs of future residents.  Our goal is 
to increase the supply of housing, while promoting thriving and revitalized neighborhoods for the 
long term.   

In our discussions, the land use attorneys and we agreed that we need to start with an 
accepted baseline to define the scope of the problem.   Based on extrapolated data from the 
City’s Office of Housing, we concurred that at least 50,000 net new units of affordable housing 
needed to be added for people with incomes ranging from 0-80% AMI over the next two 

David Wertheimer, Co-Chair 
Faith Li Pettis – Co-Chair
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decades.  In fact, the Office of Housing says this number is low, and that we should be looking to 
increase our supply by 60,000-85,000 (0-80%AMI) total households.  This includes units we 
need for people who are currently homeless.   

To reach 60,000 – 85,000 units, we must increase our supply by over 6,000-8,500 units of 
affordable housing annually for the next ten years if we are to make room for the people who 
want to live and work in our community.    If we want to extend that period to twenty years, we 
need 3,000-4000+ units annually to reach our goal.  This will require new approaches. 

During our discussions we considered various tools to expand housing supply, including 
the ones the City already uses successfully.  For example, the Multi-Family Tax Exemption and 
the Housing and Family Levies have provided money and incentives to build affordable and low 
income housing for the past two decades.  Although they have been useful, MFTE and the 
Housing Levy together have provided an average of only 650 units annually.  That is far less than 
number of units needed.  Therefore, expanding both the MFTE and the levy --albeit important -- 
will not alone allow us to reach our goal.  We concur that other tools and new incentives must be 
considered.  

 As you review all the of the housing strategies over the next few months, and the City 
Attorney further analyzes the legal questions surrounding the proposed linkage fee, we would 
like to highlight options for which we already have authority and which have been considered in 
depth by our Planning Commission.  If implemented, these options will help us build needed 
units of affordable housing in the near term.   

1.  Incentivize investments along Transit Corridors and Nodes. 

We know that the lack of housing supply is partially responsible for rising housing costs, 
and increasing supply is fundamental to solving the problem.  One practical way to increase our 
affordable supply is to build near the identified transit hubs in our urban villages and urban 
centers, and along the transit corridors. 

The good news is that we don’t have to start from scratch.  The Planning Commission 
issued a report in 2010 called Seattle Transit Communities, Integrating Neighborhoods with 
Transit (linked here and hard copy attached).  The report “builds on the City’s goals to 
accommodate increased jobs and housing while actively supporting urban sustainability, social 
equity and livability.”   This report provides a thoughtful roadmap to accomplish what HALA is 1

charged to do: increase housing supply while lowering overall housing costs, improving public 
health, supporting diversity, creating thriving neighborhoods and more.   

A.   Transit Oriented Development along Transit Corridors.   

	Introduc*on,	p.	4.1
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We suggest HALA review these recommendations from the Seattle Transit Communities 
Report as a foundation for renewed policy discussions, and consider implementing the 
recommended strategies to promote livability and sustainability along the identified “nodes” and 
corridors.  The Planning Commission spent significant time on this report but the 
recommendations have not to date been implemented.   This report is an excellent departure 2

point to increase affordable units.  As we have seen, a new definition of “affordable” includes 
transportation costs as well as rent; providing easy access to transit and other transportation 
alternatives keeps living costs down. 

Building along our transit nodes and transit corridors will have multiple benefits.  First, 
there is room for in-fill housing and employment centers.   New communities can grow along 
many of our major arterials and streets, and connect to each other and to established 
neighborhoods with pedestrian and bicycle amenities such as Neighborhood Greenways, 
sidewalks, and cycletracks.  Second, by extending incentives for the building of Transit Oriented 
Development along these corridors and in the nodes recommended by the Planning Commission, 
we will minimize traffic congestion and reduce overall housing and transportation costs for those 
living there.  Third, we will also promote thriving new sustainable communities consistent with 
our comprehensive growth policies. 

B.  Affordable Housing Incentives beyond Downtown and SLU. 

Next, we suggest that affordable housing incentives be extended beyond Downtown and 
South Lake Union.  Specifically, we would encourage considering increased height of buildings  3

within and along transit corridors and within the ten minute walk-sheds of these nodes, provided 
that such increases are considered within the context of pervious and updated neighborhood 
plans.   

C. Negotiate for Inclusion on Site 

In exchange for the height, we recommend new policies be considered to require 
negotiated inclusion of 10-15% affordable units within new residential and mixed-use buildings.  
These policies could be modeled on what other cities, including Redmond, Kirkland, and 
Issaquah on the eastside of Lake Washington for example, are finding successful.   Redmond has 
negotiated hundreds of new affordable units in new projects as developers have created and 

	See,	for	example	the	Affordable	Housing	Ac*on	Agenda	and	the	Addendum	prepared	by	the	Sea@le	Planning	2

Commission	dated	February,	2008.			Cita*ons	to	these	documents	are	h@p://www.sea@le.gov/Documents/
Departments/Sea@lePlanningCommission/AffordableHousingAgenda/SPC_AffordableHousingRpt.pdf		and	h@p://
www.sea@le.gov/Documents/Departments/Sea@lePlanningCommission/AffordableHousingAgenda/Affordable
%20Housing%20Ac*on%20Agenda%20Addendum.pdf.		

	Over	120’	to	address	affordability	demands	of	concrete/steel	construc*on.3
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profited from market rate housing.  We urge that this model be reviewed and considered for 
application in Seattle. 

We know that “inclusionary zoning” is controversial; yet it is consistent with our 
objectives to have decent housing for all and is something we support. As an added incentive to 
encourage the inclusion of substantial affordable housing units, we would like Department of 
Planning and Development (DPD) to offer expedited permitting.  Cities including San Jose, 
California have found expedited permitting as an incentive successful.   Our collective goal 
should be to encourage affordable and well-designed development where it will benefit City 
residents, workers and businesses most.  Capitalizing on our transit corridors and nodes first will 
speed us along. 
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2. ADU’s  DADU’s, Cottage Housing, Roommates, Tiny Houses and more 

Single family neighborhoods cover 70% of Seattle’s land.  We have conscientiously 
preserved these neighborhoods and their character for decades. 

As the City of Seattle looks for ways to add more than 6,000 + units of affordable 
housing this next decade, we must explore ways to retain neighborhood character while allowing 
more people to live in our neighborhoods.    Our land use code currently limits ADU’s, DADU’s, 
and backyard cottages.  We would like to encourage the committee to consider how adding size-
appropriate housing units – with height, bulk, and distribution limitations of course – could be 
extended to our single family neighborhoods where transit options are available. 

Parking for cars on the street has become increasingly challenging as well.  As more 
people move in to Seattle, safe connections for pedestrians, bicyclists, and connections to transit 
options will become even more critical. We recognize that on-street parking for multiple cars per 
household is a serious challenge. As alternatives are discussed to reduce parking congestion and 
move people around, we recommend that participation in flexible transportation options such as 
Zip-Car, Car2Go and other car sharing options be explored as possible requirements of new 
developments or rehabilitated multi-family developments.  

3.  Utilize Impact Fees 

Another concept for HALA to consider is impact fees.  In contrast to linkage fees, impact 
fees are specifically allowed under current state law. Many other cities in this state assess them to 
mitigate the direct impacts on city infrastructure from new development, but to date Seattle does 
not utilize them.    Impact fees cannot be used to fund affordable housing, but they can be used to 4

pay for the capital costs of new public facilities such as roads and sidewalks; parks and 
recreational facilities; fire stations; and schools, in growth areas.  We recommend exploring the 
use of impact fees as one allowable funding source to pay for facilities that will help create and 
support safe, connected and vibrant neighborhoods.   

Conclusion  

Seattle is not alone in its need to develop thousands of units of affordable housing.  Most 
other major cities are facing similar housing challenges, and we are encouraged that the City of 
Seattle is creating a comprehensive housing plan that builds on our successes and learns from 
other cities as well.  While this conversation continue, we hope that HALA members will 
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consider the suggestions of our entire community – builders, housing advocates, owners and 
tenants – to help us reach our goals of adding over thousands of units of affordable housing 
annually. 

Thank you for your good work. 
Respectfully, 

________________________________  ____________________________ 
Sally Bagshaw      Tom Rasmussen 
Seattle City Councilmember    Seattle City Councilmember 

Cc: Leslie Price 
HALA Committee Members (electronic) 
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